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TUNING WITH SQL NEW FEATURES

Introduction
This paper is to explore various new SQL features introduced in recent releases of Oracle 9i and 10g. 
These features are not commonly known and this paper is to explore these new features and discuss 
how these new features were used to tune an application.

This paper is designed to provide an outline of features. Not an exhaustive educational material. 
Scripts are provided wherever possible to help improve the understanding of these features. 

‘MODEL’ feature
Model is a new SQL feature introduced that emulates a spreadsheet like functionality. This is a 
powerful feature and code is compact. Excel spreadsheet functionality is implemented using this 
feature. Just like a cell can be independently referred in an excel spreadsheet a value can be 
independently referred and complex calculations possible. This can be effectively used to improve 
performance in data ware house and reporting queries.

Problem: Tune inventory report
Inspect the following table and data. This table holds sales and receipt quantities for a product, 
location and week. This is a fact table and item, location and week are dimensions to this fact table. 
In our example we consider just 20 weeks of data.

CREATE TABLE ITEM_DATA
(
  ITEM       VARCHAR2(10 BYTE),
  LOCATION   NUMBER,
  WEEK       NUMBER,
  SALES_QTY  NUMBER,
  RCPT_QTY   NUMBER
) ;

ITEM         LOCATION       WEEK  SALES_QTY   RCPT_QTY
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
…
Shirt               1          1        623         55
Shirt               1          2        250        469
Shirt               1          3        882        676
Shirt               1          4        614        856
Shirt               1          5        401        281
Shirt               1          6        163        581
Shirt               1          7        324        415
Shirt               1          8        409        541
Shirt               1          9        891        790
Shirt               1         10        759        465
…
Shirt               2          1        261        515
Shirt               2          2        664         67
…

Further, formula to calculate the inventory is 

Inventory = Last week inventory +
       This week receipts -
       This week sales

Above formula alludes that we need to access prior row to calculate current row’s inventory. Current 
week inventory is last week inventory plus quantity received this week and quantity sold this week, 
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per item, location and week. Accessing prior row in Oracle versions prior to 8i is possible only self 
join of table. This self join is inefficient and can lead to performance issues. 

select item, location, week,
  (select sum(rcpt_qty)-sum(sales_qty) from item_data in1
                where   in1.item=out1.item and
                        in1.location=out1.location and
                        in1.week <= out1.week ) inventory,
        sales_qty, rcpt_qty
  from item_data out1 order by  item , location,week

ITEM         LOCATION       WEEK  INVENTORY  SALES_QTY   RCPT_QTY
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
Pants               1          1         55        692        747
Pants               1          2        188         98        231
Pants               1          3        277        235        324
Pants               1          4       -158        576        141
Pants               1          5        169        123        450
Pants               1          6       -544        731         18
Pants               1          7       -489        341        396
Pants               1          8       -481        185        193
Pants               1          9       -505        198        174
Pants               1         10       -817        727        415
Pants               1         11       -794        275        298

Sql trace and tkprof shows that this SQL consumed 3007 logical reads.

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          2          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch       41      0.11       0.10          0       3005          0         600
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       43      0.11       0.10          0       3007          0         600

Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    600  SORT AGGREGATE (cr=3000 pr=0 pw=0 time=97619 us)
   6300   TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=3000 pr=0 pw=0 time=51167 us)
    600  SORT ORDER BY (cr=3005 pr=0 pw=0 time=101365 us)
    600   TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=32 us)

Even for smaller amount of data, logical reads are bit excessive. This needs to be tuned to reduce 
resource usage and improve usability. Tuned query using model clause shown below:

 select item, location, week, inventory, sales_qty, rcpt_qty………………….1
 from item_data
 model return updated rows………………………………………………...2
 partition by (item)…………………………………………………………3
 dimension by  (location, week)…………………………………………….4
 measures ( 0 inventory , sales_qty, rcpt_qty)………………………………5
 rules (……………………………………………………………………...6
 inventory [location, week]= nvl(inventory[cv(location), cv(week)-1],0) …....7           

                          
                                           - sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ] + ………....8
                                          +rcpt_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ]
  )
 order by  item , location, week;
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Above SQL is explained below, line by line.

1. inventory is the derived column we calculate in this SQL. 
2. model keyword indicates that this SQL uses certain structures of model clause.
3. partition by (item) indicates that data to be partitioned by item column values. Oracle will partition 
the rows with same value in to one partition. This is analogous to a sheet in Excel workbook, each 
sheet for a specific item, for e.g. pants, shirts etc.
4. dimension by (location, week). These are the dimensions of this spreadsheet. This is analogous to 
excel spreadsheet’s x and y coordinates. 
5. measures indicates various derived columns that we will refer in the following rules.
7-8. Defines the rule for calculating the inventory. In this case, inventory for a week is (last week 
inventory + receipt qty for the current week - sales qty for current week.). 

Formula becomes, then, 

inventory [location, week]= 
                                             nvl(inventory[cv(location), cv(week)-1],0)
                                           - sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ]
                                          + rcpt_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ]

In this formula, CV function in right hand side of equation, is used to reference the value from left 
hand side of equation. 

nvl(inventory[cv(location), cv(week)-1],0) is accessing the inventory from previous week. For e.g., if 
the left hand side of equation is processing for location 2 and week  7, then cv(location) in right hand 
side of equation will return a value of 2 and cv(week) will return a value of 7. Value of one subtracted 
from from cv(week) to access prior week inventory.
 
If we try to access non-existent row, then null is returned and nvl function returns 0 to enable the 
computation. 

sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ] in r.h.s accesses sales_qty from current row and rcpt_qty 
[cv(location), cv(week) ] in r.h.s accesses rcpt_qty from current row.

Example: For the location 10, week 6 inventory calculation rule becomes

Inventory [10, 6]=inventory[10, 5 ] + sales_qty [10,6] + receipt_qty [10,6]

With above data condition cv(location) will return 10 and cv(week ) will return 6 in the right 
side of equation. Note CV function can only be used in the right side of equation.

Output of the above SQL is:
ITEM         LOCATION       WEEK  INVENTORY  SALES_QTY   RCPT_QTY
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
Pants               1          1         55        692        747
Pants               1          2        188         98        231
Pants               1          3        277        235        324  277=188+324-235
Pants               1          4       -158        576        141
Pants               1          5        169        123        450
Pants               1          6       -544        731         18
Pants               1          7       -489        341        396
Pants               1          8       -481        185        193
Pants               1          9       -505        198        174
Pants               1         10       -817        727        415
Pants               1         11       -794        275        298
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Refer to the highlighted row above,
For pants, inventory [1,3] = inventory [1,2] + rcpt_qty [1,3] - sales_qty [1,3]

      277  = 188   + 324   -   235
In above formula, [1,3] is for location =1 and 3rd week.

Script: model_example1.sql

Explain plan:

From tkprof output below, we can see that this SQL consumed just 6 logical reads compared to 3007 
logical reads.

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          1          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch       41      0.04       0.02          0          5          0         600
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       43      0.04       0.03          0          6          0         600

Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    600  SORT ORDER BY (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=26842 us)
    600   SQL MODEL ORDERED (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=17662 us)

    600    TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=39 us)

Adding more metrics:
Adding more metrics to older version of SQL increases logical reads, almost doubling logical reads. 
Sales_so_far metric is added and this column keeps running total of sales_qty for an item and 
location.

select item, location, week,
  (select sum(rcpt_qty)-sum(sales_qty) from item_data in1
                where   in1.item=out1.item and
                        in1.location=out1.location and
                        in1.week <= out1.week ) inventory,
  (select sum(sales_qty) from item_data in1
                where   in1.item=out1.item and
                        in1.location=out1.location and
                        in1.week <= out1.week ) sales_so_far,
        sales_qty, rcpt_qty
  from item_data out1
order by  item , location,week

Explain plan:

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          3          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch       41      0.21       0.20          0       6005          0         600
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       43      0.21       0.20          0       6008          0         600

Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30
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Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    600  SORT AGGREGATE (cr=3000 pr=0 pw=0 time=96618 us)
   6300   TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=3000 pr=0 pw=0 time=50626 us)
    600  SORT AGGREGATE (cr=3000 pr=0 pw=0 time=101683 us)
   6300   TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=3000 pr=0 pw=0 time=53670 us)
    600  SORT ORDER BY (cr=6005 pr=0 pw=0 time=203392 us)
    600   TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=32 us)

Using model clause, we could easily rewrite SQL without any further performance detoriation. 
Adding another metric does not change logical reads.

select item, location, week, inventory, sales_qty, rcpt_qty , sales_so_for, rcpt_so_for
  from item_data
  model return updated rows
 partition by (item)
dimension by  (location, week)
measures ( 0 inventory , sales_qty, rcpt_qty, 0 sales_so_for, 0 rcpt_so_for )
 rules (
 inventory [location, week] = nvl(inventory [cv(location), cv(week)-1 ] ,0)
                        - sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ] +
                        + rcpt_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ],
 sales_so_for [location, week] = sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)] +
                                nvl(sales_so_for [cv(location), cv(week)-1],0),
)
order by  item , location,week

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          1          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch       41      0.04       0.03          0          5          0         600
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       43      0.04       0.04          0          6          0         600

There is no increase in logical reads afer adding additional metrics.

Problem: Tune SQL generating moving sales average
Following SQL calculates moving sales average, for an item and location averaging sales_qty for 
current and past two weeks.

select item, location, week,
            (
             sales_qty +
             nvl((select sales_qty from item_data in1       ………………………………………..(1)
                where   in1.item=out1.item and
                        in1.location=out1.location and
                        in1.week = out1.week-1 ), sales_qty) +
             nvl((select sales_qty from item_data in1………………………….…………………(2)
                where   in1.item=out1.item and
                        in1.location=out1.location and
                        in1.week = out1.week-2 ),sales_qty)  )/3 avg_running_sales,
        sales_qty, rcpt_qty
  from item_data out1
order by  item , location,week
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In SQL above, (1) queries the saes_qty for the last week using a subquery and (2) queries the 
sales_qty for the week before last week. Sum of these three values are averaged out to create 
avg_running_sales metrics. 

Explain plan:

From the tkprof analysis below, we can see that 2321 logical reads are consumed by this SQL.

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch       41      0.03       0.02          2       2321          0         600
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       43      0.03       0.03          2       2321          0         600

Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    600  SORT ORDER BY (cr=2321 pr=2 pw=0 time=26089 us)
    600   TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=645 us)

Rewritten using model clause
Above SQL can be rewritten using model clause elegantly. 

select item, location, week,  sales_qty, rcpt_qty ,  moving_sales_avg
  from item_data
  model return updated rows
 partition by (item)
dimension by  (location, week)
measures ( 0 moving_sales_avg , sales_qty, rcpt_qty)
 rules (
 moving_sales_avg [location, week] = 
    (sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)]+
      nvl( sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)-1 ],  sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)]  ) +
      nvl( sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)-2 ],  sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)]  ) 
       ) / 3
 )
order by  item , location,week

Highlighted portion in above SQL has 

select item, location, week, inventory, sales_qty, rcpt_qty , sales_so_for, rcpt_so_for
from item_data
model return updated rows
partition by (item)
dimension by  (location, week)
measures ( 0 inventory , sales_qty, rcpt_qty, 0 sales_so_for, 0 rcpt_so_for )
rules (
 inventory [location, week] = nvl(inventory [cv(location), cv(week)-1 ] ,0)
                        - sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ] +
                        + rcpt_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ],
 sales_so_for [location, week] = sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)] +
                                nvl(sales_so_for [cv(location), cv(week)-1],0),
 rcpt_so_for [location, week] = rcpt_qty [cv(location), cv(week)] +
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                                nvl(rcpt_so_for [cv(location), cv(week)-1],0)
 )
order by  item , location, week ;

We discussed inventory rule already. We are adding two more rules to our SQL to calculate running 
total for sales_qty and rcpt_qty columns. Highlighted rules are to calculate sales_qty and rcpt_qty for 
a location and product. Formula implemented is

Sales_so_for for this location, week = sales_qty in this week +
       Sales_so_for for this location and previous week

So, formula becomes
sales_so_for [location, week] = sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)] + …………………1

                                         nvl(sales_so_for [cv(location), cv(week)-1],0)………...2

1. cv(location) refers to the value of location from the left side of equation. Sales_qty 
[cv(location), cv(week) ] refers to the sales_qty value from the current row. 

2. nvl(sales_so_for [cv(location), cv(week)-1],0) refers to the prior row’s sales_so_for column 
value. If this is the first week for a product and location combination, then accessing prior 
row returns null value. Nvl function returns 0 if null is returned. For e.g. for location 10 and 
week 1, formula is 
sales_so_for [location, week] = sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)] +

                                                nvl(sales_so_for [cv(location), cv(week)-1],0),

sales_so_for [ 10, 1] =  sales_qty [ 10, 1 ] + 
           nvl ( sales_so_for [ 10, 0]. 0 ) 

sales_so_for [ 10, 0 ] accesses a non-existent row and so null value returned. NVL function 
masks that by returning zero value.

Similar formula applied to rcpt_qty column too. 
Script: model_example3.sql
Example: Moving sales_avg report
Complex calculations are just a matter of using correct formula with model. Here is another example 
for the use of model clause. In this, we calculate moving average of sales from current sales qty and 
previous two weeks sales qty per location and product.

select item, location, week,  sales_qty, rcpt_qty ,  moving_sales_avg
from item_data
model return updated rows
partition by (item)
dimension by  (location, week)
measures ( 0 moving_sales_avg , sales_qty, rcpt_qty)
rules (
 moving_sales_avg [location, week] = 
    (sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)]+
     nvl(sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)-1 ] , sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)] ) +
     nvl(sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)-2 ]  ,sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)] ) ) 

/3
 ) order by item, location, week;

Refer to the highlighted section of SQL above. Formula used in the above example is 
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Moving sales avg for this location, week =  
(sales qty for this week + sales qty for last week + sales qty for 2 weeks ago )/ 3

In essence, it is sum of current week and past two week’s sales qty divided by 3. For first two weeks 
for la location, null values are returned. NVL function returns current week’s value if the prior week 
sales_qty is null. So, the formula becomes

moving_sales_avg [location, week] = 
    (sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)]+ ………..1
     nvl(sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)-1 ] , sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)] ) +…………...2
     nvl(sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)-2 ]  ,sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)] ) )/3….……....3

1. Refers to current week sales_qty
2. Accesses the last week sales_qty by subtracting 1 from current value of week from the left 

side. If null, then current week sales_qty itself is used to find average.
3. Accesses the last week sales_qty by subtracting 2 from current value of week from the left 

side. If null, then current week sales_qty itself is used to find average.

Referring to non-existent values will return null values. NVL function is used to handle those null 
values in boundary condition.
Script: model_example4.sql

Explain plan 
Explain plan for model clause shows a new keyword MODEL. 
Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
   1500  SORT ORDER BY (cr=9 pr=0 pw=0 time=156936 us)
   1500   SQL MODEL ORDERED (cr=9 pr=0 pw=0 time=102891 us)
   1500    TABLE ACCESS FULL OBJ#(29061) (cr=9 pr=0 pw=0 time=85 us)

Model & Aggregation
Aggregation is possible, even on the derived metrics. Following query calculates maximum inventory 
for a location. 

select item, location, week, inventory, sales_qty, rcpt_qty, max_inventory
from item_data
model return updated rows
partition by (item)
dimension by  (location, week)
measures ( 0 inventory , sales_qty, rcpt_qty, 0 max_inventory)
rules (

inventory [location, week] = nvl(inventory [cv(location), cv(week)-1 ] ,0)
                - sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ] +
               + rcpt_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ],

 max_inventory [location, week] = max(inventory) [cv(location), ANY ] …….1
 )

order by  item , location,week

Line 1 in the above SQl calculates maximum inventory. This rule is referring to the first rule 
calculating the inventory. ‘ANY’ key word substitutes for all possible values of week, thus calculating 
maxium inventory among all weeks, for that location & item. 
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It is also possible to provide more granular boundary conditions. 

select item, location, week, inventory, sales_qty, rcpt_qty, max_inventory
from item_data
model return updated rows
partition by (item)
dimension by  (location, week)
measures ( 0 inventory , sales_qty, rcpt_qty, 0 max_inventory)
rules (

inventory [location, week] = nvl(inventory [cv(location), cv(week)-1 ] ,0)
                - sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ] +
               + rcpt_qty [cv(location), cv(week) ],

 max_inventory [location, week] = max(inventory) [cv(location),
week between cv(week)-5 and cv(week)+5  ] …….(1)

 )
order by  item , location,week

Above SQL calculates maximum value for inventory in a 10 week boundary of prior and following 5 
weeks. From the following set of rows, it is visible tat 1263 is the maximum value of inventory 
between weeks 4 and 14. At week 15, 10 week boundary starts at week 10, which has a value of 1226.

ITEM    LOCATION       WEEK  INVENTORY SALES_SO_FAR  SALES_QTY   RCPT_QTY MAX_INVENTORY
----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------------ ---------- ---------- -------------
Ties           8          1       -127          587        587        460           378
Ties           8          2        370         1034        447        944           562
Ties           8          3       -376         1898        864        118           963
Ties           8          4       -252         1961         63        187          1263
Ties           8          5        378         2191        230        860          1263
Ties           8          6        272         3017        826        720          1263
Ties           8          7        562         3042         25        315          1263
Ties           8          8        963         3417        375        776          1263
Ties           8          9       1263         4057        640        940          1263
Ties           8         10       1226         4912        855        818          1263
Ties           8         11        584         5690        778        136          1263
Ties           8         12        864         6355        665        945          1263
Ties           8         13        564         7030        675        375          1263
Ties           8         14        280         7962        932        648          1263
Ties           8         15        330         8910        948        998          1226

Model & aggregation uses analytic functions under the wrap, as printed in the column projection of 
this SQL. Analytic functions are explained in next section.

Column Projection Information (identified by operation id):
1 - "ITEM"[10], "LOCATION"[22], "WEEK"[22], 0[22], "RCPT_QTY"[22],
       "SALES_QTY"[22], 0[22]
2 - "ITEM"[10], "LOCATION"[22], "WEEK"[22], 0[22], 0[22], "SALES_QTY"[22], 
"RCPT_QTY"[22]
3 - "ITEM"[VARCHAR2,10], "LOCATION"[NUMBER,22], "WEEK"[NUMBER,22], 
"SALES_QTY"[NUMBER,22], "RCPT_QTY"[NUMBER,22]
4 - "LOCATION"[22], "WEEK"[22], 0[22], MAX(0) OVER ( PARTITION BY "LOCATION“ 
ORDER BY "WEEK" RANGE  BETWEEN 5 PRECEDING  AND 5 FOLLOWING )[22]

Script: model_features.sql
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Model & Predicate pushing
When the model clause is defined in a view, then predicate pushing is critical for performance 
reasons. Incorrect or no predicate push can cause full table scans and performance might suffer. 

explain plan for select * from  (
 select ….from item_data
 model return updated rows
 partition by (item)
 dimension by  (location, week)
 measures ( 0 inventory , sales_qty, rcpt_qty)
 rules (

 inventory [location, week] =   nvl(inventory [cv(location), cv(week)-1  ] ,0)
  - sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)-1 ] 
 + rcpt_qty [cv(location), cv(week)-1 ]

  )  order by  item , location, week
) in1  where 

item='Pants' and location=100 and week =10;

In the above SQL, in1 is defined as an inline view. Three predicates item, location and week are 
passed to this view. Partitioning clause is on item column. Step #4 in the explain plan shows that 
only item and location is passed. Predicate ‘week=10’ is not passed.

This is due to rule defined above. Rule is referring to previous week values by subtracting 1. Pushing 
the week predicate ‘week=10’ will eliminate rows with week=9 and cause incorrect result set. 

----------------------------------------------------------
| Id  | Operation            | Name      | Rows  | Bytes |
----------------------------------------------------------
|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT     |           |     6 |   432 |
|*  1 |  VIEW                |           |     6 |   432 |
|   2 |   SORT ORDER BY      |           |     6 |   354 |
|   3 |    SQL MODEL ORDERED |           |     6 |   354 |
|*  4 |     TABLE ACCESS FULL| ITEM_DATA |     6 |   354 |
----------------------------------------------------------

PLAN_TABLE_OUTPUT
----------------------------------------------------------
   1 - filter("WEEK"=10)
   4 - filter("ITEM"='Pants' AND "LOCATION"=100) ………………………………………………………………………………..(1)

Model & Predicate transitivity
Predicates specified for one row source can be transitively applied to another row source, by means 
of join conditions. This section is to test if predicates are transitively applied to SQL with model 
clause.

explain plan for select * from  (
 select ….from item_data
 model return updated rows
 partition by (item)
 dimension by  (location, week)
 measures ( 0 inventory , sales_qty, rcpt_qty)
 rules (

 inventory [location, week] =   nvl(inventory [cv(location), cv(week)-1  ] ,0)
  - sales_qty [cv(location), cv(week)-1 ] 
 + rcpt_qty [cv(location), cv(week)-1 ]

  )  order by  item , location, week
) m, item_data  i1
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Where m.item = i1.item  and
           m.week = i1.week and
           m.location = i1.location
and i1.item='Pants' and i1.location=100 and i1.week =10;

In above SQL, three predicates are applied to i1 and a join condition is specified between inline view 
m and item_data table. By transitive rules, predicates should be applied to the inline view m. Explain 
plan verifies that transitivity works for SQL with model clause. Predicates are applied to both step 2 
and step 8.

-----------------------------------------------------
| Id  | Operation               | Name      | Rows  |
-----------------------------------------------------
|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT        |           |     1 |
|   1 |  MERGE JOIN CARTESIAN   |           |     1 |
|*  2 |   TABLE ACCESS FULL     | ITEM_DATA |     1 |
|   3 |   BUFFER SORT           |           |     1 |
|   4 |    VIEW                 |           |     1 |
|   5 |     SORT ORDER BY       |           |     1 |
|   6 |      BUFFER SORT        |           |     1 |
|   7 |       SQL MODEL ORDERED |           |     1 |
|*  8 |        TABLE ACCESS FULL| ITEM_DATA |     1 |
-----------------------------------------------------

Predicate Information (identified by operation id):
---------------------------------------------------

   2 - filter("I1"."ITEM"='Pants' AND "I1"."LOCATION"=100 
       AND "I1"."WEEK"=10)
   8 - filter("ITEM"='Pants' AND "LOCATION"=100 AND "WEEK"=10)

Analytic functions
Analytic functions are new type of functions introduced in 9i with extensive features such as ability 
to access other rows, partition rows, row ordering etc. We will explore these functions with examples 
in this section. 
Example: Running sales total query
We will reuse item_data table we discussed in model section. For easier reference, table structure is 
printed here also. This is a fact table and item, location and week are dimensions to this fact table. In 
our example we take just 10 weeks of data.
In this example, we will create an SQL to query and track running total of sales_qty column per item, 
location and week combinations. This running total must reset to zero at item/location boundaries.
CREATE TABLE ITEM_DATA
(
  ITEM       VARCHAR2(10 BYTE),
  LOCATION   NUMBER,
  WEEK       NUMBER,
  SALES_QTY  NUMBER,
  RCPT_QTY   NUMBER
) ;

ITEM         LOCATION       WEEK  SALES_QTY   RCPT_QTY
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
…
Shirt               1          1        623         55
Shirt               1          2        250        469
Shirt               1          3        882        676
Shirt               1          4        614        856
Shirt               1          5        401        281
Shirt               1          6        163        581
Shirt               1          7        324        415
Shirt               1          8        409        541
Shirt               1          9        891        790
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Shirt               1         10        759        465
Shirt               2          1        261        515
Shirt               2          2        664         67
…

Original SQL:

select item, location, week,
  (select sum(sales_qty) from item_data in1

                where   in1.item=out1.item and
                        in1.location=out1.location and
                        in1.week <= out1.week ) running_sales_total, sales_qty, rcpt_qty

from item_data out1
order by  item , location,week

In above SQL, column level subquery calculates sum(sales_qty) for all prior weeks, for that location. 
Access to item_data table is increased causing performance issues. Following tkprof output shows 
the performance of this SQL, for a small set of data.

all     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          2          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch       41      0.04       0.02          2       1232          0         600
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       43      0.04       0.02          2       1234          0         600

Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    600  SORT AGGREGATE (cr=1227 pr=2 pw=0 time=21528 us)
   6300   TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID ITEM_DATA (cr=1227 pr=2 pw=0 time=19522 us)
   6300    INDEX RANGE SCAN ITEM_I1 (cr=611 pr=2 pw=0 time=11008 us)(object id 44482)
    600  SORT ORDER BY (cr=1232 pr=2 pw=0 time=24812 us)
    600   TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=33 us)

Same functionally can be achieved using analytic functions.

Tuned SQL:
select item, location, week,  sales_qty, rcpt_qty,
sum (sales_qty)   over (partition by item, location  order by week………………….1

         rows between unbounded preceding and current row……...2
                ) running_sales_total…………………………………...3

from item_data;

Above SQL calculates the running total of sales_qty so far for this item and location. 

1. sum(sales_qty) is capturing the sum of sales_qty column. Following SQL clause 
‘over(partition by item, location order by week’  partitioning the rows by item and 
location and then sorts the rows by week column.

2. SQL clause ‘rows between unbounded preceding and current row’ delimits the rows that 
will be used for summing up. Sum function discussed in (1) is applied over the set of 
rows delimited by this condition. ‘Unbounded preceding’ means that rows from first 
row for this item and location combination. 

3. running_sales_total is the column alias for this derived column.
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Output of the SQL is:

ITEM         LOCATION       WEEK  SALES_QTY   RCPT_QTY RUNNING_SALES_TOTAL
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------------------
..
Pants               1          1        638        524                 638
Pants               1          2        709        353                1347
Pants               1          3        775        734                2122
Pants               1          4        344        879                2466
Pants               1          5        990        744                3456
Pants               1          6        635        409                4091 
Pants               1          7        524        801                4615
Pants               1          8         14        593                4629
Pants               1          9        630        646                5259
Pants               1         10         61        241                5320
Pants               2          1        315        737                 315
Pants               2          2        176        282                 491
Pants               2          3        999        314                1490

..

In the above output, last column running_sales_total shows the running total of sales_qty column. 
For e.g. for item=’PANTS’, location=1 and week=6 running total of sales_qty (4091) is sum of 
values from week 1 through week 6 (638 + 709 + 775 + 344 + 990 + 635), for the same 
item=’PANTS’, location=1.

Also note that, for the next location running_sales_total column reset to 315, just 
sales_qty from that row.

Performance of this SQL is vastly improved using analytic functions. Query mode buffer 
gets reduced from 1234 to 5. Also item_data table is accessed once leading to better 
performance.

Example: Moving average sales_qty query
In this example, we calculate the average of sales quantity for the current and past two weeks. Also, 
original SQL and tuned SQL are discussed to show performance difference.

Original SQL:
select item, location, week, sales_qty, rcpt_qty,
  (select avg(sales_qty) from item_data in1
                where   in1.item=out1.item and

                        in1.location=out1.location and
                          in1.week <= out1.week  and
                          in1.week >= out1.week-2

                        ) moving_sales_avg
from item_data out1
order by  item , location,week

Column level sub query moving_sales_avg queries the item_Data table again to calculate the average 
of sales_qty column for the current and past two weeks. Performance of this SQL printed below:

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          2          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch       41      0.02       0.02          2       1214          0         600
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       43      0.02       0.02          2       1216          0         600
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Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    600  SORT AGGREGATE (cr=1209 pr=2 pw=0 time=17194 us)
   1710   FILTER  (cr=1209 pr=2 pw=0 time=12288 us)
   1710    TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID ITEM_DATA (cr=1209 pr=2 pw=0 time=10003 us)
   1710     INDEX RANGE SCAN ITEM_I1 (cr=605 pr=2 pw=0 time=5878 us)(object id 46238)
    600  SORT ORDER BY (cr=1214 pr=2 pw=0 time=20611 us)
    600   TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=35 us)

Same functionality can be achieved using SQL rewritten with analytic functions.

Tuned SQL:

select item, location, week,  rcpt_qty, sales_qty,
avg (sales_qty) over ( partition by item, location order by week……….…...1
                       rows between 2 preceding and current row……..…….……2

        ) moving_sales_avg………………………...3
from item_data

1. Calculates average of sales_qty by calling avg function. Partition by clause partitions the 
rows by item and location.

2. SQL clause ‘rows between 2 preceding and current row’ delimits the rows the avg 
function operate as current row and 2 preceding row. Rows are partitioned by item, 
location and ordered by week. Accessing 2 preceding row is equivalent to accessing the 
prior 2 weeks’ sales_qty.

3. moving_sales_avg is the alias for this derived column.

ITEM         LOCATION       WEEK   RCPT_QTY  SALES_QTY  MOVING_AVG
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----------
...
Pants               1          1        524        638      638.00
Pants               1          2        353        709      673.50
Pants               1          3        734        775      707.33
Pants               1          4        879        344      609.33
Pants               1          5        744        990      703.00
Pants               1          6        409        635      656.33
Pants               1          7        801        524      716.33
Pants               1          8        593         14      391.00
Pants               1          9        646        630      389.33
Pants               1         10        241         61      235.00
Pants               2          1        737        315      315.00
Pants               2          2        282        176      245.50
Pants               2          3        314        999      496.67

…

In the above example, last column moving_avg is the sum of rcpt_qty column values from current 
row and prior rows. For example, for item=’PANTS’, location=1 and week =5 moving_avg value of 
703 is average of  (775, 344, 990) which are prior two weeks and current week sales_qty column 
values.

Performance of the SQL printed below:
call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          1          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch       41      0.00       0.00          0          5          0         600
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       43      0.00       0.00          0          6          0         600
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Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    600  WINDOW SORT (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=5088 us)
    600   TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=38 us)

Use of analytic function reduces multiple access to item_data table and also reduces buffer gets 
needed.

Function : lag
Lag is an analytic function that allows us to access the values from prior rows in an ordered set of 
rows. Lag can access any prior row within that data partition and by default accesses the last row. 

Consider the following SQL:

select item, location, week,  sales_qty, rcpt_qty,
lag(sales_qty) over ( partition by item, location order by week ) sales_prior_week 
from item_data;

In the above SQL, second line uses a function lag. This line retrieves the sales_qty from prior week. 
As discussed earlier, ‘partition by item, location’ clause specifies the data to be partitioned per item, 
location and ordered by week column. Lag returns null value if the referred row does not exists. For 
example, for the first row lag(sales_qty) will return null values. In this following output, we can see 
that sales_prior_week column retrieves values from prior row’s sales_qty.  

In this output below, sales_prior_week column value for item=’PANTS’, location=2, week=2 value 
of 453 is derived from prior week row (  item=’PANTS’, location=2 and week=1 ) sales_qty. First 
row is null for week=1 in each of the data partition.

ITEM         LOCATION       WEEK  SALES_QTY   RCPT_QTY SALES_PRIOR_WEEK
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------------
…
Pants               1         10        859        888              465
Pants               2          1        453        427
Pants               2          2        281        674              453
Pants               2          3        855        182              281
Pants               2          4        764        366              855
Pants               2          5        864        362              764
Pants               2          6        843        599              864
Pants               2          7         99        513              843
Pants               2          8        901         74               99
Pants               2          9        363        678              901
Pants               2         10         17        692              363
Pants               3          1        495        364
Pants               3          2        956         15              495
…

Syntax for lag is: Lag (value_expr, offset, default). Second and third parameters are optional 
parameters. Second parameter is to access any prior row by providing a physical offset, defaults to 1. 
Third parameter can be used to provide value if the prior value_exp is null.

Tuning sales_change_percent query
Formula for this calculation is :

This week’s Sales_qty – last week sales_qty
Sales_change_percent =  ----------------------------------------------------- * 100

Last week sales qty
Last week sales_qty is a derived column sales_prior_week in the subquery
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Original SQL was written as 
select   item, location, week, sales_qty, rcpt_qty,

        ((sales_qty  - last_week_sales_qty )/last_week_sales_qty ) *100 sales_change_percent
from (

select item, location, week, sales_qty, rcpt_qty,
(select sales_qty from item_data in1

              where    in1.item=out1.item and
                            in1.location=out1.location and

                            in1.week = out1.week-1
                        ) last_week_sales_qty

from item_data out1
order by  item , location,week

 )

Above query is written with column level subquery accessing the item_data table. Performance of the 
SQL is
call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          2          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch       41      0.02       0.01          2       1178          0         600
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       43      0.02       0.01          2       1180          0         600

Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    600  VIEW  (cr=1178 pr=2 pw=0 time=13670 us)
    600   SORT ORDER BY (cr=1178 pr=2 pw=0 time=13659 us)
    600    TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=632 us)

Tuned SQL:
In this example, we calculate sales_change_percent, defined as percent change in sales from prior 
week. 

select item,location,week, sales_qty, rcpt_qty ,
trunc ( (sales_qty-sales_prior_week)/sales_prior_week,4)*100 sales_change_percent……1
from (……………………………………………………………………………………2

select item, location, week,  sales_qty, rcpt_qty,
lag(sales_qty) over ( partition by item, location order by week ) sales_prior_week
from item_data
 );

Inner query accesses item_data and retrieves prior sales week using lag function. Outer query 
calculates the sales change percent with current and last week sales quantity. 

Output of the query is:
ITEM         LOCATION       WEEK  SALES_QTY   RCPT_QTY SALES_CHANGE_PERCENT
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------------------
Pants               1          1        638        524
Pants               1          2        709        353                11.12
Pants               1          3        775        734                 9.30
Pants               1          4        344        879               -55.61
Pants               1          5        990        744               187.79
Pants               1          6        635        409               -35.85
Pants               1          7        524        801               -17.48
Pants               1          8         14        593               -97.32
Pants               1          9        630        646              4400.00
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Pants               1         10         61        241               -90.31
Pants               2          1        315        737
Pants               2          2        176        282               -44.12
Pants               2          3        999        314               467.61

Following tkprof output shows that the item_data table accessed once and buffer gets decreased 
from original SQL. 

Function : lead
Lead is an analytic function to access subsequent row in a data partition. Functionality of this 
function is very much like lag, except that lag is to access prior row and lead is to access later row. 

Consider the following SQL:
Select item,week, location , sales_qty,
lead (sales_qty, 2, sales_qty ) over ( partition by item, week order by sales_qty  desc ) sls_qty
from item_data;

Second line above is to access the sales_qty column value from a row 2 weeks later. Third parameter 
is returned if the lead function accesses nonexistent row. 

ITEM             WEEK   LOCATION  SALES_QTY    SLS_QTY
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
...
Pants               1         43        990        957
Pants               1         10        976        941
Pants               1         31        957        941
Pants               1          5        941        888
Pants               1         45        941        874
Pants               1         44        888        843
Pants               1         27        874        836
Pants               1         14        843        832
Pants               1         42        836        827

….
For example, for the row item=’PANTS’, week=1 and location=43 sls_qty is derived from sales_qty 
column value for the row with item=’PANTS’, week=1 and location 31. 

Note that, in this example we modified the partitioning columns to be item, week order by sales_qty 
desc. This SQL is returning the top locations by sales. 
Tuning query printing past two and next two weeks sales_qty in same line 
In this example, we query sales for the preceding two locations, current location and succeeding two 
locations order by week desc.

Original query is written as:
select item, location, week,  rcpt_qty,

  (select sales_qty from item_data in1
                Where in1.item=out1.item and

                         in1.location=out1.location and
              in1.week = out1.week-2  ) prev_week_2_sales_qty,

  (select sales_qty from item_data in1
                where   in1.item=out1.item and
                            in1.location=out1.location and

               in1.week = out1.week-1  ) prev_week_1_sales_qty,
  sales_qty,
  (select sales_qty from item_data in1
                where   in1.item=out1.item and
                 in1.location=out1.location and

               in1.week = out1.week+1  ) succ_week_1_sales_qty,
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  (select sales_qty from item_data in1
   where   in1.item=out1.item and

                            in1.location=out1.location and
                            in1.week = out1.week+2  ) succ_week_2_sales_qty

  from item_data out1
order by  item , location,week

There are multiple issues with above SQL. Item_data table is access multiple times from column 
level subquery and this is visible from tkprof output.

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          5          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch       41      0.05       0.04          2       4667          0         600
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       43      0.05       0.05          2       4672          0         600
Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30
Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    540  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID ITEM_DATA (cr=1143 pr=0 pw=0 time=8574 us)
    540   INDEX RANGE SCAN ITEM_I1 (cr=603 pr=0 pw=0 time=5512 us)(object id 46444)
    570  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID ITEM_DATA (cr=1173 pr=0 pw=0 time=8713 us)
    570   INDEX RANGE SCAN ITEM_I1 (cr=603 pr=0 pw=0 time=5503 us)(object id 46444)
    570  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID ITEM_DATA (cr=1173 pr=0 pw=0 time=8836 us)
    570   INDEX RANGE SCAN ITEM_I1 (cr=603 pr=0 pw=0 time=5614 us)(object id 46444)
    570  TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID ITEM_DATA (cr=1173 pr=2 pw=0 time=10029 us)
    570   INDEX RANGE SCAN ITEM_I1 (cr=603 pr=2 pw=0 time=6720 us)(object id 46444)
    600  SORT ORDER BY (cr=4667 pr=2 pw=0 time=43306 us)
    600   TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=40 us)

This SQL can be rewritten using lag and lead function as show below.

 Select item, location , week,
 lag (sales_qty, 2, sales_qty ) 

over ( partition by item, location order by week  asc ) prec_week_2_sls_qty,
 lag (sales_qty, 1, sales_qty ) 

over ( partition by item, location order by week  asc ) prec_week_1_sls_qty,
 sales_qty,
 lead (sales_qty, 1, sales_qty ) 

over (partition by item, location order by week  asc ) succ_week_1_sls_qty,
 lead (sales_qty, 2, sales_qty ) 

over (partition by item, location order by week  asc ) succ_week_2_sls_qty
 from item_data
 order by item,location,week ;

Performance of SQL is:
call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          1          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch       41      0.01       0.01          0          5          0         600
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       43      0.01       0.01          0          6          0         600

Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    600  WINDOW SORT (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=8597 us)
    600   TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=35 us)
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We can query 2 rows preceding and 2 rows succeeding using this SQL, without a self join.
    Preceding  Preceding       This Succeeding Succeeding

ITEM         LOCATION       WEEK     week 2     week 1       week     week 1     week 2
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
...
Pants               1          1        250        250        250        634        747
Pants               1          2        634        250        634        747        777
Pants               1          3        250        634        747        777        379
Pants               1          4        634        747        777        379        309
Pants               1          5        747        777        379        309        387
Pants               1          6        777        379        309        387        199
Pants               1          7        379        309        387        199        465
Pants               1          8        309        387        199        465        859
Pants               1          9        387        199        465        859        465
Pants               1         10        199        465        859        859        859
Pants               2          1        453        453        453        281        855
Pants               2          2        281        453        281        855        764
Pants               2          3        453        281        855        764        864

Script: anfn_lead.sql

Function : first_value & last_value
First_value and last_value functions are useful in finding values for top 1 row and bottom 1 row 
from a data partition. For example, queries to find the top location by sales and bottom location by 
sales can be written using these functions.
Tuning report for top seller and worst seller
In this example, we will query to find the location and sales_qty with highest and lowest sales_qty for 
an item and week. 

Original SQL:
select mi.item, mi.week, 
ma.max_location top_seller,   ma.max_sales_qty top_sales_qty,
mi.min_location worst_seller, mi.min_sales_qty worst_sales_qty
from

(select item, week, sales_qty max_sales_qty, location max_location
 from item_data
 where (item, week, sales_qty) in
  (  select item, week,  max(sales_qty) from  item_data  group by item, week  )
   )  ma,
(select item, week, sales_qty min_sales_qty, location min_location 
 from item_data
 where (item, week, sales_qty  ) in
 ( select item, week,  min(sales_qty)   from item_data  group by item, week )
 )   mi

where 
mi.item = ma.item and
mi.week = ma.week

order by item, week;

Above SQL, has multiple level subquery. Innermost subquery finds the maximum sales_qty group by 
item, week. Next level subquery finds the item and week associated with maximum sales_qty. Second 
subquery repeats the same for minimum sales_qty. These two views are joined.

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.05       0.03          0         42          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch        6      0.01       0.01          0         20          0          61
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------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total        8      0.06       0.05          0         62          0          61

Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
     61  SORT ORDER BY (cr=20 pr=0 pw=0 time=15415 us)
     61   HASH JOIN RIGHT SEMI (cr=20 pr=0 pw=0 time=14170 us)
     60    VIEW  (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=1178 us)
     60     SORT GROUP BY (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=1174 us)
    600      TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=39 us)
    610    HASH JOIN  (cr=15 pr=0 pw=0 time=9695 us)
     61     HASH JOIN RIGHT SEMI (cr=10 pr=0 pw=0 time=5926 us)
     60      VIEW  (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=1306 us)
     60       SORT GROUP BY (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=1186 us)
    600        TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=35 us)
    600      TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=31 us)
    600     TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=27 us)

Above query accesses item_data multiple times which leads to performance issues. This can be 
rewritten using analytic functions:

Tuned Query:

select distinct item, week,
        first_value (location) over (partition by item, week order by sales_qty desc…………………..1
                rows between unbounded preceding and unbounded following )  top_seller,……………2
        first_value (sales_qty) over (partition by item, week order by sales_qty desc…………………..3
                rows between unbounded preceding and unbounded following )  top_sales_qty,
        last_value (location) over (partition by item, week order by sales_qty desc……………………4
                rows between unbounded preceding and unbounded following )  worst_seller,
        last_value (sales_qty) over (partition by item, week order by sales_qty desc
                rows between unbounded preceding and unbounded following )  worst_sales_qty
from item_data
order by item, week
/

1. Data is partitioned by item, week ordered by sales_qty descending. This will bring the row 
with highest sales_qty within that item, week partition. First_value(location) retrieves the 
location associated with that first row.

2. SQL clause ‘rows between unbounded preceding and unbounded following’ delimits set of 
rows first_value function can operate. Unbounded specifies that there is no boundary for the 
set of rows within that data partition. In essence, first_value will operate on all the rows for 
that item and week. Rows are sorted by item, week, sales_qty desc and for each unique item, 
week combination top row is selected and location associated with that row is returned.

3. first_value(sales_qty) returns the sales_qty associated with the top row by sales_qty.
4. last_value(location) retrieves the last row from the data partition and returns the location 

associated with that row.
Output of the above SQL:

ITEM             WEEK TOP_SELLER TOP_SALES_QTY WORST_SELLER WORST_SALES_QTY
---------- ---------- ---------- ------------- ------------ ---------------
Pants               1         43           990           49              39
Pants               2         50           980           28              10
Pants               3          2           999           50              43
Pants               4          7           988           44              81
Pants               5          1           990           40              11
Pants               6         42           982           47              37
Pants               7         39           977           14              18
Pants               8         36           995            1              14
Pants               9         26           981           21              30
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From the above we can see that location 43 is top seller and sold 990 Pants in that week. Also 
location 49 is the worst seller and sold just 39 Pants.

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          1          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch        5      0.01       0.00          0          5          0          60
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total        7      0.01       0.00          0          6          0          60

Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
     60  SORT UNIQUE (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=4478 us)
    600   WINDOW SORT (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=3580 us)
    600    TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=39 us)

Script: anfn_first_value.sql

Function : Dense_rank
Dense_rank function returns rank of a row in a given data partition. 

Tune top 2 seller by sales_qty 
In this example, we will retrieve top two locations by sales_qty per item/week and their rank in 
receipt_qty. A subquery is used to retrieve top two sellers.

Original SQL:
Inner subquery has a column level subquery calculating the rnk by sales_qty. Next level subquery 
restrict number of rows to 2, retrieving top two locations by sales_qty and receipt_qty.

select  item, week, location, sales_qty , sales_rnk, rcpt_rank
from (

select item, week, location, sales_qty ,
  (select count(*) from item_data i1
   where i1.item = iout.item and
              i1.week = iout.week and
              i1.sales_qty >= iout.sales_qty ) sales_rnk,
  (select count(*) from item_data i1
        where i1.item = iout.item and

     i1.week = iout.week and
                 i1.rcpt_qty >= iout.rcpt_qty ) rcpt_rank
  from item_data iout
)

where sales_rnk <3
order by item, week, sales_qty desc

TKPROF output of the above SQL shown here and item_data table is accessed multiple times in 
here.

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
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Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          3          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch        9      0.08       0.07          2       2025          0         120
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       11      0.08       0.08          2       2028          0         120

Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    120  SORT ORDER BY (cr=2025 pr=2 pw=0 time=78353 us)
    120   VIEW  (cr=2025 pr=2 pw=0 time=41463 us)
    120    FILTER  (cr=1687 pr=2 pw=0 time=27869 us)
    600     TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=639 us)
    600     SORT AGGREGATE (cr=1682 pr=2 pw=0 time=62805 us)
   3302      TABLE ACCESS BY INDEX ROWID ITEM_DATA (cr=1682 pr=2 pw=0 time=61347 us)
   6000       INDEX RANGE SCAN ITEM_I1 (cr=802 pr=2 pw=0 time=50596 us)(object id 47239)

This can be rewritten using analytic function dense_rank. Following SQL illustrates that.

Tuned SQL:
select * from (
select item,week, location , sales_qty,
dense_rank () over (partition by item, week order by sales_qty desc ) sls_rank,………1
dense_rank () over (partition by item, week order by rcpt_qty desc ) rcpt_rank………2
from item_data
 )  where sls_rank <3…………….…………………………………………………....3
;
1. dense_rank calculates the rank of the current row within the data partition for item and 

week, ordered by sales_qty descending.
2. dense_rank calculates the rank of the current row within the data partition for item and 

week, ordered by rcpt_qty descending.
3. Limits rows to top 2 rows by sls_rank derived column

Output of the query is:
ITEM             WEEK   LOCATION  SALES_QTY   SLS_RANK  RCPT_RANK
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
Pants               1         43        990          1         34
Pants               1         10        976          2         31
Pants               2         50        980          1          7
Pants               2         12        969          2         14
Pants               2         40        969          2         35
Pants               3          2        999          1         37
Pants               3         30        965          2         12
Pants               4          7        988          1         43
Pants               4          9        986          2         48
.....
Pants               8         36        995          1          4
Pants               8         43        980          2         34
Pants               9         26        981          1          6
Pants               9         33        918          2          9
Pants              10         42        940          1         20
Pants              10         40        907          2         39
Shirt               1         21        980          1         17
Shirt               1         18        977          2         43
Shirt               2         39        918          1         44

…..

call     count       cpu    elapsed       disk      query    current        rows
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
Parse        1      0.00       0.00          0          1          0           0
Execute      1      0.00       0.00          0          0          0           0
Fetch        9      0.01       0.00          0          5          0         120
------- ------  -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------  ----------
total       11      0.01       0.00          0          6          0         120
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Misses in library cache during parse: 1
Optimizer mode: ALL_ROWS
Parsing user id: 30

Rows     Row Source Operation
-------  ---------------------------------------------------
    120  VIEW  (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=5431 us)
    600   WINDOW SORT PUSHED RANK (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=6027 us)
    600    WINDOW SORT (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=6573 us)
    600     TABLE ACCESS FULL ITEM_DATA (cr=5 pr=0 pw=0 time=35 us)

TKPROF output of the above SQL shows that performance has improved and item_data table 
accessed once.

Script: anfn_dense_rank.sql

Subquery factoring
Subquery factoring is a SQL feature in which, results of a subquery can be queried as if the subquery 
is another row source. This feature is implemented using ‘with’ SQL clause. Performance wise, this 
query is useful as a complex subquery need to be evaluated once and can be queried in the later part 
of the SQL, as if we are querying a pre-built table.

WITH
dept_avg as ..1
(select deptno, avg(sal) avg_sal from emp group by deptno ),
all_avg as ..2
(select avg(avg_sal)  avg_sal from dept_avg )

select d.deptno, d_avg.avg_sal , a_avg.avg_sal
from

dept d,
dept_avg d_avg, ..3
all_avg a_avg

where
d_avg.avg_sal >= a_avg.avg_sal and
d.deptno=d_avg.deptno;

In the SQL above, 
Line 1 defines subquery dept_avg. Line 2 defines a subquery all_avg and all_avg subquery 
queries the dept_avg  defined in line 1. Subsequent lines are joining a table dept with these 
two row sources defined earlier as dept_avg and all_avg. Notice that the subqueries defined 
earlier are referred as if they are table row sources.

Let us reveal what goes on underneath what meets eye. Explain plan for this query almost spills out 
underlying operations:
Explain plan :  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| Id  | Operation                  | Name                      | Rows  | Bytes |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT           |                           |     1 |    52 |
|   1 |  TEMP TABLE TRANSFORMATION |                           |       |       | ..1 
|   2 |   LOAD AS SELECT           |                           |       |       |
|   3 |    SORT GROUP BY           |                           |    14 |   364 |
|   4 |     TABLE ACCESS FULL      | EMP                       |    14 |   364 |
|*  5 |   HASH JOIN                |                           |     1 |    52 |
|   6 |    NESTED LOOPS            |                           |     1 |    39 |
|   7 |     VIEW                   |                           |     1 |    13 |
|   8 |      SORT AGGREGATE        |                           |     1 |    13 |
|   9 |       VIEW                 |                           |    14 |   182 |
|  10 |        TABLE ACCESS FULL   | SYS_TEMP_0FD9D6604_740118 |    14 |   364 | ..2
|* 11 |     VIEW                   |                           |     1 |    26 |
|  12 |      TABLE ACCESS FULL     | SYS_TEMP_0FD9D6604_740118 |    14 |   364 |
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|  13 |    TABLE ACCESS FULL       | DEPT                      |     4 |    52 |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 1: Explain plan for subquery factoring

In Figure 1, line 1 has temp table transformation. Indeed, Oracle is materializing the subquery, 
creating a temporary table like object. Line 2 shows the name of the temporary object as 
SYS_TEMP_0FD9D6604_740118. 

To explain it a bit further, to materialize the dept_avg subquery, Oracle created a temporary table and 
that temporary table was queried again to create the row source for all_avg subquery. This temporary 
table seems to exist during query execution and disappears at the end of query execution.

Turning on sqltrace confirms the above observation. Following lines are from the trace file. This 
shows that a new global temporary table is created on the fly and accessed later to create subsequent 
row sources:

CREATE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE "SYS"."SYS_TEMP_0FD9D6605_740118" ("C0" 
NUMBER(2),"C1" NUMBER ) IN_MEMORY_METADATA CURSOR_SPECIFIC_SEGMENT 
STORAGE (OBJNO 4254950917 ) NOPARALLEL

There are few exotic options in these lines such as ‘in_memory_metadata’ and 
‘cursor_specific_segment’ etc. References to these options are not readily available, but we could 
guess that cursor_specific_segment implies that this segment exists during the execution of this 
cursor.

Script: subquery_factoring.sql
Subquery factoring and dblink
Subquery factoring is useful even if the subquery is accessing the remote tables over the database 
link. If the remote table is accessed more than once, then this feature is quite handy for tuning 
performance of the query, as rows from remote database can be materialized.

Following query uses loopback database link to access emp table. 

WITH dept_avg as 
 (select deptno, avg(sal) avg_sal from emp@loopback group by deptno ),
all_avg as  
 (select avg(avg_sal)  avg_sal from dept_avg )
select d.deptno, d_avg.avg_sal , a_avg.avg_sal
        from
        dept d,
        dept_avg d_avg,
        all_avg a_avg
where
        d_avg.avg_sal >= a_avg.avg_sal and
        d.deptno=d_avg.deptno
;

Step 1 belows shows that temp table is created to materialize data from remote table and is used 
subsequently.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| Id  | Operation                  | Name                        | Rows  | Bytes |
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT           |                             |     1 |    42 |
|   1 |  TEMP TABLE TRANSFORMATION |                             |       |       |
|   2 |   LOAD AS SELECT           |                             |       |       |
|   3 |    SORT GROUP BY           |                             |     3 |    78 |
|   4 |     REMOTE                 |                             |    14 |   364 |
|*  5 |   HASH JOIN                |                             |     1 |    42 |
|   6 |    NESTED LOOPS            |                             |     1 |    39 |
|   7 |     VIEW                   |                             |     1 |    13 |
|   8 |      SORT AGGREGATE        |                             |     1 |    13 |
|   9 |       VIEW                 |                             |     3 |    39 |
|  10 |        TABLE ACCESS FULL   | SYS_TEMP_0FD9D6602_8103BDC3 |     3 |    78 |
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|* 11 |     VIEW                   |                             |     1 |    26 |
|  12 |      TABLE ACCESS FULL     | SYS_TEMP_0FD9D6602_8103BDC3 |     3 |    78 |
|  13 |    TABLE ACCESS FULL       | DEPT                        |     4 |    12 |
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Remote SQL Information (identified by operation id):
----------------------------------------------------
   4 - SELECT "SAL","DEPTNO" FROM "EMP" "EMP" (accessing 'LOOPBACK' )

Script: subquery_factoring_dblink.sql
Subquery factoring and materialize hint
While line from the trace file confirms that a global temporary table was created in the 
aforementioned SQL, Oracle can decide NOT to materialize the subquery. 
Inspect the following SQL:

with 
dept_avg as
(select deptno, avg(sal) avg_sal from emp group by deptno ),
all_avg as
(select avg(sal)  avg_sal from emp )

select d.deptno, d_avg.avg_sal , a_avg.avg_sal
from

dept d,
dept_avg d_avg,
all_avg a_avg

where
d_avg.avg_sal >= a_avg.avg_sal and
d.deptno=d_avg.deptno;

Difference between this query and earlier query is that, in this query we are not referring to dept_avg 
from all_avg subquery. Instead all_avg subquery directly queries the emp table. Explain plan for the 
above query shows that step TEMP_TABLE_TRANSFORMATION is missing. Oracle did not 
materialize the subquery in this case.
------------------------------------------------------
| Id  | Operation             | Name | Rows  | Bytes |
------------------------------------------------------
|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT      |      |     1 |    52 |
|*  1 |  HASH JOIN            |      |     1 |    52 |
|   2 |   NESTED LOOPS        |      |     1 |    39 |
|   3 |    VIEW               |      |     1 |    13 |
|   4 |     SORT AGGREGATE    |      |     1 |    13 |
|   5 |      TABLE ACCESS FULL| EMP  |    14 |   182 |
|*  6 |    VIEW               |      |     1 |    26 |
|   7 |     SORT GROUP BY     |      |    14 |   364 |
|   8 |      TABLE ACCESS FULL| EMP  |    14 |   364 |
|   9 |   TABLE ACCESS FULL   | DEPT |     4 |    52 |
------------------------------------------------------

It is possible to materialize the subquery using an undocumented and unsupported hint: 
/*+ materialize */  (Thanks to Jonathan Lewis)

SQL:

With dept_avg as
 (select /*+ materialize */ deptno, avg(sal) avg_sal from emp group by deptno ),

…
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| Id  | Operation                  | Name                      | Rows  | Bytes |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|   0 | SELECT STATEMENT           |                           |     1 |    52 |
|   1 |  TEMP TABLE TRANSFORMATION |                           |       |       |
|   2 |   LOAD AS SELECT           |                           |       |       |
|   3 |    SORT GROUP BY           |                           |    14 |   364 |
|   4 |     TABLE ACCESS FULL      | EMP                       |    14 |   364 |
|   5 |   LOAD AS SELECT           |                           |       |       |
|   6 |    SORT AGGREGATE          |                           |     1 |    13 |
|   7 |     TABLE ACCESS FULL      | EMP                       |    14 |   182 |
|*  8 |   HASH JOIN                |                           |     1 |    52 |
|   9 |    NESTED LOOPS            |                           |     1 |    39 |
|  10 |     VIEW                   |                           |     1 |    13 |
|  11 |      TABLE ACCESS FULL     | SYS_TEMP_0FD9D660D_740118 |     1 |    13 |
|* 12 |     VIEW                   |                           |     1 |    26 |
|  13 |      TABLE ACCESS FULL     | SYS_TEMP_0FD9D660C_740118 |    14 |   364 |
|  14 |    TABLE ACCESS FULL       | DEPT                      |     4 |    52 |
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Above explain plan proves that these queries are indeed materialized as the ‘TEMP TABLE 
TRANSFORMATION’ step is present. For read only databases, temporary tables are not created 
even if the hint is provided. 

Script: subquery_factoring_with_hint.sql

In essence, a complex SQL subquery can be written with better performance using this subquery 
factoring feature. 
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Appendix #1: Environment details

Sun Solaris 2.9
Oracle version 10.1.0.4
No special configurations such as RAC/Shared server etc.
Locally managed tablespaces
No ASM
No ASSM  

And
Linux CentOS 4.3
Oracle version 10.1.0.4
No special configurations such as RAC/Shared server etc.
Locally managed tablespaces
No ASM
No ASSM
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